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Ahstract-The objective of this work is to establish the

to estimate the sufficient statistics, in order to increase the

importance of speaker information present in the glottal regions

robustness of the extracted i-vectors [7]. It has been shown that

of speech signal. In addition, its robustness for degraded data

source features can also be combined with conventional vocal

and significance for limited data is sought for the task of speaker

tract based feature to boost the performance under limited data

verification. An adaptive threshold method is proposed to use on
zero frequency filtered signal to get the glottal activity regions.
Feature vectors are extracted from regions having significant
glottal activity. An i-vector based speaker verification system is

conditions [8]- [10].
In this work, an improvement in the performance of i
vector based text independent SV system is sought under de

database and the performance

graded and limited data condition by a robust feature selection

of proposed method is evaluated in degraded and limited data

technique. Use of glottal activity detection (GAD) is proposed

condition. Robustness of proposed method is tested for white

to select the regions of interest for feature extraction [11].

and babble noise. Further, short utterances of test data are

Glottal activity is the process of opening and closing of vocal

considered to evaluate the performance in limited data condition.

folds which causes most of the significant excitation of vocal

The proposed method based on the selection of glottal regions

tract system (VTS). GAD requires suppressing the effect of

developed using NIST SRE

2003

is found to perform better than the baseline energy based voice
activity detection method in degraded and limited data conditions.

Index Terms- Glottal activity detection (GAD), limited
data, speaker verification, degraded condition.

non stationary vocal-tract system in the speech sample. A
common approach is to first estimate the impulse response of
VTS and then use the inverse of it to suppress the effects of
VTS on input signal [12], [13]. Linear prediction (LP) analysis
is most commonly used method to estimate the characteristics

I.

INTRODUCTION

of VTS [14]. In this method linear prediction coefficients are

In speaker verification (SV) voice of a speaker is used to

calculated to inverse filter the VTS and LP residual signal is

verify hislher claimed identity [1]. I-vector based SV has been

used for glottal region selection. LP residual shows regions of

considered as the state-of-the-art method for SV because of

varying energy in glottal regions and has noise like behaviour

its low complexity, high performance and easy channel/session

in non-glottal regions. Efficacy of LP analysis method depends

compensation [2]. Different existing applications of SV impose

on energy of speech signal and it is not robust to noise.

the constraints of limited and degraded data. Performance of

Zero frequency filter method has been proposed to extract

i-vector based SV system drops significantly for degraded and

glottal regions [15]. Performance of this method does not de

limited data constraint [3], [4].

pend on the energy of speech signal. Also, it has been observed

Several methods has been proposed to improve the perfor

to be more robust to noise [16]. This is the motivation to use it

mance of i-vector based SV system in limited and degraded

for degraded condition in this work. In zero frequency based

data constraints. In [3], the authors propose the use of vowel

method speech signal is filtered using cascade of two zero

and non-vowel like segmentation at analysis stage to improve

frequency resonators and local mean subtraction is performed

the performance under degraded condition. Using only vowel

on filtered signal to get zero frequency filtered signal (ZFFS).

like regions has been shown to be more robust to noise [5].

Energy of ZFFS can be used for extracting glottal activity

In [4], the authors have explored the performance of i-vector

regions [15]. In this work use of adaptive threshold on energy

system for short utterance using different channel/session com

of ZFFS is proposed to detect the glottal activity regions. An

pensation techniques. Correct choice of speech duration for

algorithm is developed to decide the threshold which is applied

training and testing phase can also improve the performance

on the average energy of ZFFS. The selected regions are used

of i-vector based SV [6]. A minimax strategy can also be used

for feature extraction. Extracted feature vectors are used in
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the i-vector based SV system and performance is evaluated

for limited and degraded data. In this work, it is shown that

Algorithm 1 Threshold Calculation

glottal regions are more robust to noise and also gives better

Task: Decide the threshold to use on ZFFS.

performance in limited data condition.

Parameters: Number of frames selected by VAD: nv,

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II de
scribes the proposed method to extract glottal activity regions.
Section III explains the steps involved in the development of
i-vector based SV system. Section IV gives the result and
analysis. Section V discusses the conclusion of work.
II.

Number of frames selected by GAD:

Tg

Initialization: Initialize k

D..Tg

=

ng, Thresholds Tv and

Tgo, Tv
D..Tgo and get the value of nv and ng
=

0, set Tg

=

=

Tvo,

Main Iteration:

while ng > nv do

PROPOSED METHOD FOR GLOTTAL ACTIVITY
DETECTION

Opening and closing of vocal folds creates an air flow of
variable pressure. This pressure is maximum at closing phase

Tg Tg + D..Tg
Tg to update ng

•

Update

•

Use

=

Output: Tg

of glottal cycle. Instant opening and closing of folds causes
a sudden change in air pressure. Therefore, excitation input
can be approximated by the sequence of impulses of varying
amplitude [15]. Fourier transform of an impulse function is a
constant at all frequencies. Therefore, information about the
discontinuity due to impulse can be extracted around any fre
quency range. Filtering of speech signal around zero frequency
can be used to extract information about discontinuity due
impulses in excitation signal as, VTS has all its resonances
at higher frequencies. Zero frequency resonator exploits the
same concept and extracts information about glottal regions.
There are two steps involved in proposed method for GAD.
First, use the zero frequency filter to get ZFFS and then apply
adaptive threshold on ZFFS to get glottal regions. Figure 1
shows the complete flow of proposed method to get the glottal
activity regions.
Cascade of
Two Ideal
Zero
Frequency
Filter

Compute
average
pitch
period

where

al

=

-4,

a2

=

6,

a3

=

-4

and

a4

=

1

c) Average pitch period id required to decide the size of
window for local mean subtraction in the next step. Hilbert
envelop of LP residual for speech is computed and, period
icity of auto-correlation of Hilbert envelop is analyzed for
average pitch period computation.
d) Local mean at each sample is subtracted from

Yo[n]. This

removes the trend in signal accumulated because of zero
frequency resonator. Any window size (2N + 1) between

one to two pitch period is adequate for mean subtraction
[16]. The resulting signal

y[n]

=

yo[n]-

N

1
2N + 1

L yo[n+m]

(3)

m=-N

is the ZFFS. Here 2N + 1 corresponds to the number of

Remove
trend by
subtracting
local mean

local samples considered for mean subtraction. In this work,
average pitch period is used as window size for local mean
subtraction.

Figure 1: Block diagram showing steps involved in extraction of
glottal activity regions

Following steps are used to get ZFFS [16]:
a) Pre-emphasis of speech signal is performed for spectral
flattening using first order FIR filter. This is done by taking
the derivative of speech signal

x[n]

=

s[n]

s[n]- s[n- 1 ]

(1)

15 dB

lOdB

5dB

OdB

Speech data case

b) Two ideal zero-frequency resonators are used in cascade
to filter the derivative signal. This cascade of two filters

Figure 2: Average number of frames selected by three different
methods for different level of white noise, on all training data.

provides a roll-off of 24 dB per octave so that higher

Constant threshold equal to 7% of average energy of signal is applied

frequency components are adequately dampened [15]. Re

in energy based VAD and ZFFS with constant threshold

sulting signal is given by

yo[n]

4

=

L akYo[n- k] + x[n]

k=l

Energy of ZFFS can be used for GAD [15]. Therefore,
(2)

there is a need to use proper threshold on the energy of
ZFFS to decide between glottal and non glottal frames.
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Figure 4: Block diagram showing the steps involved in development of proposed framework for i-vector based SV system
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Figure 3: a) Speech signal without noise and marked glottal regions
in the speech. b) 10 dB white noise added speech. Proposed method

the proposed method.
The proposed algorithm for GAD starts from an initial
threshold of low value and keeps increasing the threshold in
finite steps until the number of regions selected by GAD ( n g )

is less than that selected by VAD (nv ) . Final threshold is
applied on the energy of frames in ZFFS and a decision is
made between glottal and non glottal regions. The proposed
algorithm always selects lesser number of frames than VAD.
Figure 2 illustrates the number of frames selected by three
different methods. As can be observed, behaviour of constant
threshold on ZFFS does not tally with the argument that
number of frames selected by VAD is greater than that selected
by GAD.
Figure 3 illustrates the selection of glottal regions in 10 dB
white noise. It can be observed that VAD method selects all

is applied on this speech. c) Region of interest selected by energy

regions as regions of interest, but many of them are only noise.

based VAD method. d) Glottal regions selected by proposed method

GAD regions selected by proposed method closely matches

in noise added speech

with marked glottal regions in original speech signal.
III.

Energy based voice activity detection (VAD) method selects

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

the regions having energy above certain threshold. Many

NIST SRE 2003 database is used to develop an i-vector

non-glottal frames which are of comparable energy also gets

based SV system [17], [2]. Baseline SV system is developed

selected as glottal regions that affects the performance of VAD

using energy based VAD method. Figure 4 shows the block

method in degraded condition. Using proper threshold on

diagram for the i-vector based SV system. The GAD module

energy of ZFFS will select only glottal frames. As discussed,

shown in Figure 4 of proposed framework is replaced with

VAD method also selects many non glottal-regions, therefore,

VAD for development of baseline SV system. Short term pro

it is assumed that the number of regions selected by VAD

cessing is done on the speech signal using fixed window size

should be greater than the glottal regions. It is observed that

of 20 ms with shift of 10 ms. In VAD based baseline system,

using constant threshold on ZFFS does not always select less

frames having energy greater than 7% of average energy of

number of frames than VAD method and varies with the

utterance are selected as speech frames. In proposed algorithm

environment condition. This can be observed from the Figure

Tgo

=

0.1, Tvo

=

0.07 and 6.Tgo

=

0.05 is used. The output

Tg times the average energy of speech

2. In proposed algorithm information from VAD method is

of proposed algorithm

utilized to decide a proper threshold. Algorithm 1 describes

frame in speech signal is used as threshold on energy of frames

Figure 5: DET curves plotted for proposed vs. baseline SV system in the presence of white and babble noise for sufficient data
condition
in ZFFS to decide between glottal and non-glottal regions.

ratio (SNR). This demonstrates that the significance of GAD

Selected frames are further processed for feature extraction.

increases with decreasing SNR of babble noise. For white

l3-dimensional MFCC features concatenated with their first

noise, the developed system over-performs the baseline system

and second order derivatives are extracted for each of the

for all the four SNR of noise used in the experiment. This

selected frames in analysis stage. This gives a 39-dimensional

shows the significance of GAD for white noise. Maximum

feature vector. Cepstral mean subtraction (CMS) and cepstral

improvement is observed for 0 dB and 10 dB. Detection error

variance normalization (CVN) are applied for normalization

tradeoff (DET) curves for white and babble noise is plotted in

on the extracted features. Switchboard Corpus II cellular data

Figure 5. It also demonstrate the improvement of developed

is used as development data. A gender independent universal

system over baseline system.

background model (UBM) is developed using a sub-part of
development data [18]. A total variability matrix (T- matrix) of

Noise

SNR (dB)

400 columns is trained using the entire development data [2].

Clean Speech

150-dimensional linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and full

15
10
5
0

dimensional within class covariance normalization (WCCN) is
applied for channel/session compensation [2]. Cosine kernel

White

scoring is done between trained i-vectors and test i-vector
to get the verification result. For addition of noise in the
clean speech data Noisex-92 data is used and performance
is evaluated for different SNR condition of white and babble
noise [19].
IV.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Performance evaluation is done over baseline SV system
based on VAD method. This system is developed using con
ventional energy based VAD in the signal analysis stage.
Performance is measured in terms of equal error rate (EER)
and decision cost function (DCF). Speech data without noise
has been termed as clean speech. Performance of system for
sufficient data and degraded condition is listed in Table I. It can
be inferred from the table that proposed GAD method over
performs baseline system in degraded condition. For babble
noise condition, absolute improvement in EER and (DCF)
values are 0.41 (0.0075), 2.13 (0.051) and 2.58 (0.0538) for 10
dB, 5 dB and 0 dB respectively. Improvement in performance
over baseline system increases with decrease in signal to noise

Babble

15
10
5
0

Baseline

VAD

Proposed

GAD

2.4 (0.0474)

2.57 (0.0460)

7.09 (0.1294)

6.68 (0.1261)
14.32 (0.2706)
18.52 (0.3500)
22.62 (0.4257)

15.22 (0.2876)
18.79 (0.3559)
23.67 (0.4421)
4.16 (0.0783)

4.83 (0.0902)

8.36 (0.1547)

7.95 (0.1472)
11.92 (0.2237)
18.38 (0.3436)

14.05 (0.2747)
20.96 (0.3974)

Table I: Performance of developed i-vector based SV system
using NIST SRE 2003 database for different noisy condition
For limited data constraint, test data of limited duration
is considered. The experiments are conducted under sufficient
training data and limited test data. Limited test data is created
by truncating the test data of NIST SRE 2003 database. Four
different cases of limited test data duration, lOs, 5s, 3s and 2s
are considered. Performance for limited data for clean speech
is listed in Table II.
An absolute improvement of 0.09 (0.0027), 0.45 (0.0065)
and 0 (0.0049) is observed in EER and (DCF) over baseline
system for test data duration of 5s, 3s and 2s respectively.
This observation demonstrates that if test data duration is

Table II: Performance of developed i-vector based SV system using NIST SRE 2003 database for degraded and limited data
condition
Noise

SNR

Baseline

Proposed

(db)

VAD

GAD

Speech

lOs

Duration
Clean Speech

15
White

10
5
0
15

Babble

10
5
0

5s

3s

2s

lOs

5s

3s

2s

5.87

10.52

16.94

22.31

5.96

10.43

16.49

22.31

(0.1090)

(0.1977)

(0.3100)

(0.4128)

(0.1081)

(0.1950)

(0.3035)

(0.4079)

12.42

19.11

25.29

29.45

12.29

18.52

24.98

29.45

(0.2299)

(0.3579)

(0.4727)

(0.5562)

(0.2306)

(0.3520)

(0.4670)

(0.5558)

22.58

28.55

33.42

36.40

19.87

26.11

30.53

34.33

(0.4266)

(0.5414)

(0.6304)

(0.6852)

(0.3764)

(0.4916)

(0.5739)

(0.6501)

24.71

30.40

34.51

38.30

24.62

29.86

34.28

37.62

(0.4666)

(0.5674)

(0.6479)

(0.7248)

(0.4653)

(0.5646)

(0.6438)

(0.7066)

29.95

35.32

39.93

42.82

28.86

34.78

38.26

41.15

(0.5668)

(0.6667)

(0.7463)

(0.7930)

(0.5436)

(0.6592)

(0.7159)

(0.7710)

9.08

16.26

21.32

26.29

10.12

16.03

22.49

26.96

(0.1698)

(0.3044)

(0.4007)

(0.4951)

(0.1917)

(0.3025)

(0.4212)

(0.5052)

13.87

21.09

26.11

30.67

13.46

19.33
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30.04

(0.2626)

(0.3936)

(0.4937)

(0.5765)

(0.2537)

(0.3664)

(0.4820)

(0.5639)

20.60

27.60

31.62

35.05

18.02

25.02

29.49

33.15

(0.3851)

(0.5166)

(0.5906)

(0.6643)

(0.3380)

0.4697

(0.5537)

(0.6237)

28.46
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40.20

26.15
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35.00

37.71

(0.5381)

(0.6471)

(0.6988)

(0.7521)

(0.4925)

(0.6118)

(0.6608)

(0.7065)

Figure 6: DET curves plotted for 0 dB White and Babble noise in limited data condition

less than or equal to 5s then speaker specific information

limited data condition in presence of white and babble noise

present in regions other than GAD may not contain significant

are shown in Figure 5.

information for discrimination among speakers. Imposed
constraint of both limited and degraded data is evaluated and

V.

CONCLUSION

In this work a novel adaptive threshold method is proposed

significant improvement over baseline system is observed.

using ZFFS to get glottal activity regions. Robustness of glottal

Performance for all the combination of limited and degraded

activity regions in degraded data and its significance for limited

condition is listed in Table II.

This demonstrates the

data condition in SV task is demonstrated. It is concluded that

significance of GAD for practical system based applications

significance of GAD increases with decreasing SNR in speech

as these application impose combined constraint of limited

signal. For limited data condition, it is concluded that, for test

and degraded data. DET curves for the developed system for

data duration less than or equal to 5s, information present in

other than glottal regions may not give much discriminative
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speaker specific information. The proposed method gives sig
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